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“Autumn...the year's last, loveliest smile."
― John Howard Bryant
This newsletter is our second of 2021. We
hope your late spring and summer were filled
with joy, sunshine, and positivity. We know
here at IR2 that our summer months are jam
packed!
The people who accept their
services from us took part in out-of-town
road trips, concerts, rodeos, horseback
riding, stock car racing, community festivals,
and regaining somewhat of a sense of
normalcy after being so isolated and
disconnected from community in 2020. But
the coming of fall ushers in a change where
we tend to gather a little closer to home, go
to bed earlier and start settling in for the long
winter ahead of us. We hope you get to
enjoy the “last loveliest smile”!
The disability community and IR2 are facing
exceptional challenges right now. After
successfully fending off some potentially
disastrous budgets cuts last year during 2021
legislative session, 2022 is going to be just as
challenging.
Starting in May we started to notice a sharp
decline in the number of applications for
employment we were receiving. Our board
of directors approved across the board raises
and a variety of incentives to address the
applicant decline. And while it helped, it was
temporary. We’ve had positions open since
July that we simply cannot get filled. A

majority of applicants do not meet minimum
qualifications. So, we ask for your patience
as we navigate these strange, unpredictable
times we are all living in right now. We hope
you feel as we do that, we’ve done an
outstanding job here at IR2 in keeping people
safe during the last 18 months. We will
continue to maintain this commitment for as
long as the global pandemic is a threat to us.
As we head into 2022, I will be reaching to
our stakeholders to help inform our elected
officials of the cliff we are heading towards.
(I don’t say this to add dramatic flair) We
have to put pressure on our elected officials
to fund our system in such a way that moves
the level of reimbursement up that then
allows providers to pay a living wage to our
staff. We’ve made good progress in this area
since 2018 but it simply isn’t keeping pace.
And we certainly can’t compete for
workforce when fast food jobs are often seen
starting at $12-14/hr.
I am exceptionally proud of our Direct
Support Professionals and Employment
Specialists who have continued to work for
wages that are not an accurate reflection of
their skills, abilities, and dedication to
persons served. The remainder of
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this newsletter features articles written by
our Direct Support Staff and while I might be
biased, I think they have done a beautiful job
of highlighting what they love about their
work here at IR2.
My best,

Executive Director
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NADSP Credentialing
By: Marcos Gurrola, DSP III
The information provided in the NADSP (National Alliance of Direct Support Professionals) Credentialing program is indispensable. It
educates DSP’s on how to use different strategies for working with the individuals we support and provides useful insight that helps
DSP’s understand the many diverse aspects of their role. The credentialing program offers a mix of video modules and writing prompts.
The Open Future Modules provide useful information and advice from experts in the field, while writing papers to earn badges
encourages you to reflect on your own experiences and how they apply to the NADSP Code of Ethics.
The program provides a lot of useful insight that is helpful in understanding how to better serve the individuals we support by providing
information about different diagnoses and other situational factors that may affect an individual. Having the additional insight and
knowledge helps DSP’s to be more thoughtful about how they approach different situations and knowledgeable in what strategies to
use. Working as a DSP is a very diverse and complicated role that requires, not only procedural skills, but also vast interpersonal skills.
The information provided by the NADSP Credentialing program connects the DSP to their role on a deeper level and helps build a
deeper respect for the work they do.
Editors note: I-REACH2 is honored to announce that Marco was also awarded with Wyoming’s Direct Support Professional of the Year from
the Wyoming Community Service Providers at their awards banquet on September 13th.
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Sharing Interests
by Amy Munoz, DSP I
Michael and I have spent the last

and confidence that Michael has

three summers exploring the Casper

built over the last few years due to

Mountain together and have had a

our hiking adventures, has been

great time doing so. When I was

exciting to watch. When we first

being hired on with IR2, they told me

started these hikes, he struggled a

I would be supporting a man in

lot to get up inclines, lots of stops

getting out in the fresh air. As a

were made along the way to rest &

person who loves to be outdoors

catch

exploring, I have introduced Michael

dominating that mountain, making

to a few of my favorite places on the

great time on each hike. The most

Casper Mountain and they have

exciting thing about it all is, the smile

become some of his favorite places

on his face while he walks through

as well. We have completed three

the mountain and the pride and

Split Rock hikes with each time

happiness he shows when he finishes

being better than the time before.

a long hike. Each time we leave for a

We have hiked the Beaver Lookout

hike, he has a smile on his face

on Muddy Mountain, Eadsville &

thanking staff for taking him to the

Crimson Dawn. We have covered

mountain with a statement of

many miles on that mountain and

"loving the mountain".

have had a great time doing so. We
enjoy packing ourselves a meal and
heading out with our backpacks and
hiking shoes. The strength, stamina,

his

breath.

He

is

now
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A Life in Balance
by Renee Winger, DSP
A balanced home life is an important

learn about nutrition, and they get to

part of daily living for each of us; we

have some ownership over the grocery

get to choose work that is fulfilling to

list. Planning activities as a group allows

us, we get to engage in activities that

everyone to have input about what they

bring us joy, and we get to surround

like to do, while also exploring some

ourselves

are

new activities. Completing day-to-day

important to us. Working in residential

tasks is also important. Individuals have

settings is very rewarding, because you

the opportunity to take care of their

get to assist individuals in achieving a

home, which can give an individual a

balanced home life and in pursuing

sense of pride for what they have.

with

people

that

their best lives. Our residential sites
stay very active with work, leisure
The holiday season is a favorite for Ralph.

activities, and with day-to-day living.
Our individuals are put in the driver seat
of their lives and we work hard to
ensure that they are pursuing the
opportunities that interest them. This
can be a heavy lift and requires a high
level of team work to ensure good
communication, effective meal and
activity

planning,

and

getting

individuals to work. Individuals enjoy

Bryce signs the papers at the bank to
purchase his home in 2020.

being a part of planning each activity.
It’s important to them to sit with staff
Buddy completing home maintenance.

and be part of planning meals and
choosing activities for the month. It’s
important to involve them in meal
planning as they have the opportunity to

“The ache for home lives in all of us. The safe place where we can go as we are and not
be questioned.”
― Maya Angelou, All God's Children Need Traveling Shoes

Supporting Outside
Relationships
By DJ St. John, DSP III

Relationships are a critical part of life as they help us to feel safe, needed, and loved. Relationships come in
many different forms: friends, family, work, and romantic relationships. When it comes to those we support,
building and maintaining these relationships can be challenging. It takes a great deal of support from the individual’s
team in order to maintain communication between each individual, and to arrange transportation for meeting up or
hanging out. These barriers require that staff listen to individuals with a compassionate ear and act accordingly.

When individuals reside or attend different providers, they can encounter barriers in maintaining different
relationships. These barriers can include transportation, scheduling and maintaining consistent communication.
Another barrier is that maybe an individual does not have great self-advocacy skills. In order to overcome this
barrier, the support staff need to be compassionate listeners that will help advocate to the team. Although it can be
difficult to build or maintain these relationships, it is vital to set this time aside to provide and ensure these supports.

Strive to give the support you would want and need if the tables were turned. If you keep this in mind when
supporting others, you will be more willing to climb mountains and make it happen to see the smiles, feel the love,
and know the joy created in the most basic need of a lasting relationship, be it romantic or platonic.

“I define connection as the energy
that exists between people when
they feel seen, heard, and valued;
when they can give and receive
without judgment; and when they
derive sustenance and strength from
the relationship.”
Brene Brown
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The Value of Volunteering
by BreAnn Holden, DSP

I-REACH 2 values the importance
of volunteering in the community
and the impact it can have on the
individuals we care for. IR2 goes
above and beyond to find
volunteering opportunities and
ways to get our individuals
involved as a way to connect with
the community and learn new
skills. Volunteering is a great way
to build useful skills and build
relationships
with
outside
members of the community.
Volunteer opportunities give
individuals a sense of purpose and
belonging. Each site offers a
different set of soft skills to work
on, and opportunities to develop
interpersonal skills in a business
environment. Volunteering allows
individuals to explore different
opportunities to see what type of
employment they may be
interested in. Beyond building job
skills, volunteering encourages
outside relationships, as they
interact with site supervisors,
fellow
volunteers,
and
participants or customers of the
site. For many of our individuals,
volunteering is an important part
of life, and they look forward to
making a difference each day.

VOLUNTEERING AT RESCUSED TREASURES

NEWS AND OTHER TIDBITS
-Welcome back to Carey Osborn
and Bri Sonsoucie who’ve
recently returned to IR2 in the
roles of Community Living
Managers.
-At the present time we are
waiting for Federal and State
guidance regarding vaccine
mandates.

MEALS ON WHEELS VOLUNTEERS 10+ YEARS

-October is recognized as
National Disability Employment
Awareness month. We thank
the many employers in Casper
who
support
employment
opportunities for people with
intellectual and developmental
disabilities.
-IR2 is closed for Thanksgiving,
we will close at noon on
December 24th. Only essential
(24 hour supports will be
provided on Christmas day)

CLEANING YARDS TO BUY GIFTS FOR CASA
KIDS

-Medicaid Chapter 45 rules
dictate that
The case manager shall provide
written notice of the plan of care
meeting to all team members at
least twenty (20) calendar days
prior to the meeting.
The completed cost-study to
fund HCBS services in Wyoming
is now available online at
https://health.wyo.gov/wpcontent/uploads/2021/10/WYDD-SFY2023-Rate-Report-andAppendices-20210930.pdf
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Maintaining a Quality Environment During
COVID
by Priscilla Baalhorn, DSP
At I-REACH 2 we ran our programs

re-implement old protocols, proving

as

that we are operating under a “new

we

had

every

other

day.

Individuals navigated their busy

normal”.

schedules

everyone

Looking back over the past 21

seemed so busy with activities, work,

months: I'm proud to work for an

and volunteering Then! Big news hit

organization

the world. COVID-19! It seemed like

supports us to strategize solutions

everything changed overnight. We

for all kinds of issues. And the way

told our people we needed to wear

our

masks. That we couldn't go out in

processes to keep everyone safe. We

public, and jobs and volunteering

worked when so many others were

were no longer part of our days.

at home and unable to work. And we

Individuals accepted the changes

continue to do so.

freely

and

and followed every new protocol
that was put in place, but everyone
was eager to see the day that we
would go back to “normal”.
Even

after

resuming

“normal

services” we have to exercise caution
and awareness. When before we
navigated our days freely, as an
organization, we now have to take
precautions to keep individuals safe.
This means adapting to sudden
changes

in

operations

and

scheduling. With the availability of
the vaccine, we were able to start
going into the community more
freely. We were able to ditch the
masks and breathe, but with the
increase in cases we were forced to

that

organization

allows

and

developed
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